We propose a method for detection and prediction of native and synthetic iceberg orders on Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Native (managed by the exchange) icebergs are detected using discrepancies between the resting volume of an order and the actual trade size as indicated by trade summary messages, as well as by tracking order modifications that follow trade events. Synthetic (managed by market participants) icebergs are detected by observing limit orders arriving within a short time frame after a trade. The obtained icebergs are then used to train a model based on the Kaplan-Meier estimator, accounting for orders that were cancelled after a partial execution. The model is utilized to predict the total size of newly detected icebergs. Out of sample validation is performed on the full order depth data, performance metrics and quantitative estimates of hidden volume are presented. arXiv:1909.09495v1 [q-fin.TR]
Introduction
On financial exchanges, an iceberg order is a limit order where only a fraction of the total order size (display quantity) is shown in the limit order book (LOB) at any one time (peak ), with the remainder of volume hidden (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013) . When the peak is executed, the next part of the iceberg's hidden volume (tranche or refill ) gets displayed in the LOB. This process is repeated until the initial order is fully traded or cancelled.
The hidden volume, although not being directly observed, is de facto present in the LOB and hence can be traded against. This makes the detection of hidden liquidity a desirable goal for interested parties, e.g. traders and market makers.
In this paper we propose a method for detecting and predicting hidden liquidity on Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). The model is fit and assessed out of sample using historical data. We treat it both as a classification and a regression model and discuss relevant performance metrics.
Data
We had access to an almost week-long full order depth (FOD) LOB log of a September E-Mini S&P 500 futures contract, existing at that time under the ticker symbol ESU19, for the period from 2019-06-14, 11:00:00 CDT to 2019-06-21, 16:00:00 CDT. The chosen interval is especially interesting from a trading activity standpoint: as the front month contract ESM19 approaches its expiration, a majority of the open interest gets transferred onto the next one, creating an increased demand for hidden liquidity vehicles. Each order was described by a sequence of fields presented in table 1.
Time
Order ID Side Action Price Volume
Possible values
Millisecond resolution 12-digit identifier "B" (buy), "S" (sell)
"Limit" (new), "Modify" (update), "Delete"
Non-negative real Non-negative integer For more information about CME Market-by-Order book management, see (CME, 2019b) .
In addition, trade summary messages (CME, 2019c) were present in the data. Each trade event against a resting order corresponded to a trade record in the log with the aforementioned fields, "Action" set to "Trade" and an extra field for the passive order ID.
This way, our algorithm works in the "offline" mode by reading a pre-recorded LOB log. Since it is not forward-looking, it can be easily modified to work with real-time streaming data.
1.2 CME Iceberg Orders CME supports two types of iceberg orders: native and synthetic (CME, 2019a).
Native icebergs are managed by the exchange itself. All new tranches are submitted as modifications of the initial order; this means that the original order ID is preserved throughout the whole lifetime of the iceberg. Additionally, trades against these orders may sometimes be larger in volume than the current resting size, as indicated by trade summary messages.
Synthetic icebergs are submitted by independent software vendors (ISV), whose infrastructure is physically separated from the exchange. ISV's split the initial iceberg order, submit new tranches and track their execution. These tranches are indistinguishable from usual limit orders submitted by other participants.
Detecting native icebergs is conceptually easy since a) the order ID does not change until the iceberg is fully executed or cancelled; and b) trade summary messages include actual trade volumes, which may be larger than the resting display quantity. Thus an unambiguous and accurate detection is possible. Synthetic icebergs, on the other hand, being identical to non-iceberg orders in how they are processed by the exchange, can only be detected heuristically and relying on a set of assumptions, which are introduced further.
Existing Literature Overview
For a good literature overview see (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013, p. 7) . In particular, some authors had access to order logs in which iceberg orders were explicitly identified, so that an unambiguous reconstruction of both displayed and hidden LOB's was possible, e.g. by (Frey and Sandås, 2017) for XETRA exchange.
There are a few articles that provide hidden liquidity estimates -see (Hautsch and Huang, 2010, p. 5) and (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013, p. 7) for such lists. These estimates differ between authors, exchanges and instrument types, ranging from 2% (Fleming et al., 2018) to 52% (Moro et al., 2009) . That being said, most of the papers were published almost a decade ago, so one may argue that contemporary markets have different hidden volume properties. To our knowledge, there are virtually no articles that have the premise of simultaneous iceberg detection and prediction in the same setting as ours, with the exception of (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013) , who propose a solution to the very problem which the authors of the present paper are concerned with. Their approach consists of the following three phases:
1. Series of tranches are identified in the data as belonging to larger iceberg orders (the "detection" step).
2. Using the detected icebergs, a statistical model is fit that captures the correspondence between the peak size and the total iceberg size (the "learning" step).
3. The detection step is repeated, but a new iceberg order is detected, a prediction of the total size of the iceberg is made using the model obtained at the previous step (the "prediction" step).
We adapt this detection-learning-prediction scheme for our work, albeit with the following notable differences:
• The authors did not have the access to the FOD MBO data at the time of writing. In particular, the order ID for each action or trade was not available, yet that drastically changes the logic of the detection step.
• No distinction between synthetic and native icebergs is made. Namely, it is assumed that trades can sometimes be larger than the size of the resting order being traded, what is specific for native icebergs; however, iceberg tranches arrive as new limit orders, and that is an attribute of synthetic icebergs.
• During the learning phase, a bivariate Gaussian kernel density estimate of peak and total size is built, which is then optimised for the global maximum given a peak size. For the purpose of prediction, where only one value of the total size corresponding to the maximum probability given a peak size is necessary, this complication is questionable as a simpler model is sufficient 1 . Kernel density estimate may be desired if the algorithm operates on instruments with a relatively low daily trading volume, and this is not the case with our data. In addition, by omitting this step we don't have to resort to numerical methods when optimizing for conditional maxima.
• All incomplete icebergs -i.e. those, that were cancelled before being fully executed -are not included into the learning phase. However, our calculations show that more than half of all synthetic icebergs are cancelled, thus it is highly desirable to include the information about incomplete executions into the model.
Detection

Native Icebergs
Native iceberg orders enter the book as limit orders which may or may not be traded upon arrival. After the initial limit order volume is fully traded, the next part of the iceberg order appears in the book. Crucially, when the iceberg has its displayed quantity refreshed (by means of an update action), the refreshed order will have the same order ID as the original order. Moreover, any trades involving the iceberg order will indicate the total volume of trade, including the hidden part of the iceberg. Using these two properties it is then fairly easy to detect a sequence of new-trade-update-delete actions that forms an iceberg. In particular, we might be interested in update actions that correspond to new iceberg tranches, as well as in determining the peak size and in calculating the total iceberg size. We would like to illustrate the process with an example. Consider the data presented in 1. Order #645764830354 enters the book and immediately gets traded at 2931.75 for the total of 12 units of volume. The remainder -6 units -is placed at the same level. At that point we do not know whether the order has any hidden liquidity or not. Moreover, assuming that it does, the peak size cannot be precisely determined; but since 12 + 6 = 18, it is one of the divisors of 18 greater or equal than 6, i.e. 6, 9 or 18.
2. The next trade has volume 8 which is larger than the resting volume of 6. This is sufficient to mark order #645764830354 as an active iceberg.
3. The next tranche volume is 7. Note that 8 − 6 = 2 units of volume were traded against a tranche that had not entered the book. This means that the peak size can be determined precisely as 7 + (8 − 6) = 9. The trade could have been large enough to consume several hidden tranches.
4. The next several trades are smaller in volume than the resting order. The trade initiated by order #645764830365 is equal to the resting volume of 1. Consequently, the next modify action is seen to refresh the visible volume by the peak size of 9 (which agrees with the previous calculations).
5. Finally, the last update action has volume 5, which, accounting for the hidden trade of 9 − 7 = 2 results in peak size of 7. The trade for 5 units completes the sequence as no more refresh messages is seen and the order is deleted from the book.
Overall, the iceberg has a total volume of 43, 4 tranches with peak sizes 9, 9, 9 and 7, correspondingly, and the display quantity equal to 9. The process of parsing the action stream can be conveniently formalised as a finite state machine, see fig. 1 . To recap the detection phase, an iceberg enters the book as a new limit order, possibly following a sequence of trades. It is then traded, and usually -but not always -each trade corresponds to one trade summary message, in which case it is followed by an update action, specifying the currently resting order volume. If more than one trade messages are seen before the next update action, then this should be accounted for. Moreover, all price adjustments which move the order to the top of the book are not disseminated by the exchange, meaning that even after the placement the order can again act as an aggressive order and initiate a trade. If at this point the order is deleted from the book or traded so that the trade volume is never greater than the resting volume, it is marked as "ordinary" and removed from consideration. On the other hand, once a trade larger than the resting volume is detected, or the order is fully traded but then modified to have non-zero volume again, then the order is marked as an iceberg. The trade-modify cycle then continues until the order is completely executed or cancelled, resulting in its deletion from the book.
In addition to tracking the transitions through the state space, we are interested in calculating the following quantities:
• the total volume V total is conveniently computed as the sum of all traded volume V T (which may exceed the sum of limit and/or update volumes), plus any volume V D that is explicitly deleted;
• the currently resting volume V R is simply the last modify action volume V M ;
• the peak size V peak is determined iteratively:
• If the iceberg order enters the book directly as a limit order, then the limit order volume is indeed the peak size.
• If a series of trades precedes the limit order placement, then
If more than one admissible V peak values are found, then the following heuristics apply.
· If the first tranche is traded for exactly the resting volume, the following update message unambiguously identifies the peak size.
· If the trade volume is greater than the resting volume, then
where V * peak is one of previously computed values. Only the values that satisfy this equation are kept. . Trades T are initiated by the iceberg order, while "affected" trades T A -by other incoming orders. An optional condition is specified in square brackets; a side effect is specified after the slash (/). Different volumes V · refer to the iceberg's peak volume V peak , total volume V total , current resting volume V R and the order's trade (V T ), delete (V D ), modify (V M ) volumes. Node colours represent the status of the action sequence being tracked: grey for non-iceberg ("ordinary"), blue for active (all statuses starting with "next tranche..."), green for complete and red for cancelled.
Synthetic Icebergs
Unlike native icebergs, synthetic icebergs are managed by ISVs. After a tranche is fully executed, the ISV is expected to refill the display quantity with a new limit order. Since the ISV infrastructure is located outside the exchange, a short non-constant delay (dubbed dt) is expected between the corresponding "delete" and "new" actions. This idea is also exploited in (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013) , although their explanation was different. Additionally, we assume that new tranches arrive to the same price level as the initial tranche, and their volumes are expected to be equal to the initial tranche volume as well, which is taken to be the iceberg display quantity. It should be reiterated that we only detect orders that have constant peak size. Under the current model it is impossible to detect synthetic icebergs with varying peak sizes or price levels. This in particular implies that if the iceberg is not a multiple of the display quantity, the last tranche will be smaller than all the previous tranches in volume, hence its detection using the current approach does not seem to be possible. If a tranche is executed, but no refill orders follow within dt, the iceberg is considered complete. If a tranche is placed and later cancelled, the whole iceberg is considered cancelled (incomplete).
One complication is that if the activity in the LOB is high (as in the case with E-Mini S&P 500 contracts), more than one order of the target volume may arrive on the same price level within dt. Our very strong assumption is that the next tranche arrives faster than any other new limit order, so for each tranche there is only one child. A more sophisticated model would account for all possible children tranches and somehow average the volume later on. Another complication is that when several limit orders of the same price and size get executed and deleted from the book simultaneously, the next tranche can be "linked" to any of those. Repeated over several trades, this produces a tree of possible tranches. Every path from all leaves to the root (a chain) is a possible iceberg. See Table 3 : Artificial data to demonstrate synthetic iceberg detection. For this example, dt was set to 0.3 seconds. Limit order #1 gets traded and removed from the book. The following limit order #2 arriving within a third of a second becomes the next tranche in the iceberg chain. Note that orders #4 and #5 do not arrive within dt and, since there were no more trades, start two new chains. After they get traded simultaneously, order #6 arrives within dt, thus becoming the next tranche. The process continues until all orders are removed from the book. Figure 2 : An iceberg tranche tree corresponding to table 3. Node labels are order IDs. Edge labels are time in seconds between subsequent tranches -note that these are different from dt as a tranche can remain indefinitely long in the book after its placement. The iceberg consists of either 3, 4 (two chains) or 5 tranches.
We are also interested in computing the following related quantities:
• the peak size V peak is trivially set to be equal to the volume of the initial tranche;
• the total volume V total could have been calculated as the sum of the tranche volumes if there was only one tranche chain per iceberg. In general, however, there are more and the total volume has to be aggregated in some way. We propose the following options:
• the average total volume of all chains V all ;
• the average total volume of chains of unique length V unique ;
• the total volume of the longest chain V longest .
Learning
Kaplan-Meier estimation
Having detected sufficiently many iceberg orders, we would like to build a model that yields a prediction of the total iceberg size. Although it is clearly not the most advanced in terms of predictive power, we elaborate on the model proposed in (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013) . Namely, for each of P unique detected peak sizes, a distribution of possible total sizes is estimated; then, given the peak size V peak = p of a previously unseen iceberg, "the best" total volume (in terms of conditional mean, median or mode) is returned as a prediction. More precisely, from now on let V p denote a random variable representing the total volume of an iceberg with peak size p. Then for each value of p we are interested in estimating the distribution of V p . While a trivial empirical distribution might suffice, our experiments show that a significant amount of synthetic icebergs are cancelled before being completely executed (see fig. 5 ). Hence for some icebergs only a lower bound on their total volume is known: for the i-th iceberg, v i ≥ c i , c i ∈ N. From the point of view of survival analysis, these are censored observations. Usually survival analysis deals with the so-called "time to event data": the primary interest is the time until the onset of an event for each member of the analysed group. If only upper (or lower, or both) bounds on time, but not exact event times, are known, the observations are considered censored. Instead of discarding these, it is possible to construct estimators that incorporate the uncertainty associated with censoring. In our case, accumulated iceberg volumes play the role of time to event durations, so the task is to estimate the distribution of V p for each p using random right-censored data.
The proportion of cancelled native icebergs is much smaller, and, in fact, could be disregarded for the purpose of distribution estimation. Nevertheless, we would like to utilise the same approach to simplify the analysis and to make the direct comparison between native and synthetic iceberg estimates possible.
The standard approach for a non-parametric distribution estimation of censored data is to use the Kaplan-Meier estimate (Kaplan and Meier, 1958) . Let F p (v) be the cumulative distribution function of V p , then S p (v) = 1 − F p (v) is its survival function. Also define (for the given p) u 1 , . . . , u K unique volumes of all detected icebergs sorted in ascending order, d j the number of complete icebergs of volume u j , where j = 1, . . . , K, n j the total number of both complete and incomplete icebergs of volumes u j , . . . , u K .
Then from the general theory of survival analysis it is known (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 2002) that the maximum likelihood estimate of S p isŜ
(1)
Weighted Kaplan-Meier estimation for synthetic icebergs
For synthetic icebergs estimation (1) cannot be performed directly, because, given a tranche tree, there is no unambiguous way to calculate the total iceberg size. Instead, we propose a weighting scheme that assigns weights to each chain within a tranche tree. Given the i-th tranche tree with h i chains of unique length, the weights are
A weight can be also interpreted as a probability of the total iceberg volume being equal to the accumulated tranche chain volume. Speaking in terms of Bayesian inference, we assign uniform probabilities because there is no prior knowledge that would affect our preference for a particular chain. Then for the purpose of calcu-latingŜ p (v), instead of d j , n j , their weighted counterpartsd j ,ñ j are computed. Formally, given the definition {u j } j=1,...,K above, let {v i, } =1,...,hi denote a set of unique volumes of the -th chain of the i-th tranche tree. Thend
where C is a set of indices of all complete icebergs and H i is a set of tranche chain indices of the i-th iceberg, having total volumes equal to u j .ñ j are computed similarly. Of course, when each tranche tree consists of only one chain, all weights are equal to 1 and we haved j = d j andñ j = n j . Since V p only takes discrete values for all p, we finally obtain the weighted estimatê
FromŜ p an estimate of the probability mass function f p (u j ) = P(V p = u j ) can be obtained in a trivial way. One notable problem with this estimate is that if d K = 0, then S p (u K ) = 0 and the probabilities do not sum up to 1. This is fixed trivially by normalising the probabilities.
Prediction
The prediction step starts from detecting first several tranches of an iceberg: for native icebergs, this might be any moment when the iceberg becomes "active", for synthetic icebergs this number is an algorithm parameter with a default value of 3. If the peak size p is precisely detected, a prediction of the total volume might be done.
Native Icebergs
For native icebergs we make predictions in terms of the conditional mean and median. In addition, a different prediction is made based on 3 highest conditional probabilities. For a fixed iceberg, let v r denote the currently accumulated volume up to, but not including, tranche number r and let V p = {u j : u j > v r } j=1,...,Kp be the constrained optimization space. Then define • mean prediction based on • k best mode predictions as the k-th order statistiĉ
where the order of u (1) , . . . , u (|Vp|) is given byf p (u (1) ) ≥ · · · ≥f p (u (|Vp|) ). Tied volumes are taken in ascending order.
Synthetic Icebergs
Once again, consider a fixed iceberg and an associated tranche tree. Let v ,r denote the currently accumulated volume for the -th chain up to and including tranche number r. Then our prediction iŝ v mode = argmax
where V p is the constrained optimization space and K p is the number of unique total icebergs sizes with peak p. For the sake of brevity we do not report other possible estimates, as they do not differ much. The predicted total volumev mode is aggregated across the chains of the iceberg in question as
• the average total volume of all chainsV all ;
• the average total volume of chains of unique lengthV unique ;
• the total volume of the longest chainV longest .
Evaluation
Given an estimate off p (v) and previously unseen data, the model can be evaluated both as a binary classifier and as a regression. In the discussion below, we assume that the prediction algorithm was run, producing a set of complete icebergs.
• For classification, our null hypothesis is "there is no hidden liquidity". In the context of synthetic icebergs, it means that the iceberg is complete and no more tranches will follow. In the context of native icebergs, it means the last seen tranche can only be traded for the volume not exceeding its currently visible volume, and that no more tranches will follow. Since the full information on a particular iceberg execution is available after we run the prediction algorithm (each iceberg is eventually complete), the true total volume is known 2 and hence the classification results can be summarised in a confusion matrix, from which we compute the standard classification metrics: accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score.
• Regression performance metrics show the degree to which the prediction is different from the true total volume.
The details of evaluation are slightly different for native and synthetic icebergs, and are given below. We hope that the level of details is sufficient so that there is no ambiguity of how the particular results were obtained.
Native Icebergs
Naturally, a prediction can be done each time the optimization space gets smaller -after a trade or a new tranche arrival. To match the case of synthetic icebergs as closely as possible, we decided to evaluate the prediction results only after each new tranche. The metrics defined below are calculated across the whole set of icebergs, so we reintroduce the appropriate indexation. Letv · i,r denote the estimated total size at tranche r (where "·" can be any of the "mean", "median" or "mode"), v i,r -the actual accumulated volume up to, but not including, tranche r, p i,r -the peak size, and R i -the set of i-th iceberg tranches.
Classification After a new tranche r arrives, the accumulated volume is v i,r + p i,r . Hence if v i,r + p i,r < v i , then the hypothesis is rejected (the true result is "negative"); consequently if v i,r + p i,r <v · i,r , then the outcome is "true negative", otherwise it is "false positive"; and vice versa. For mode(1), . . . , mode(k) predictions, consider the prediction true if at least of the them was true.
Regression Compute the residuals e · i,r = v i −v · i,r , r ∈ R i . For mode(1), . . . , mode(k) predictions, select the residual that has a minimum absolute value. Use the residuals to calculate the standard regression metrics:
where R = i∈C R i and C is the set of complete icebergs.
Synthetic Icebergs
For each complete iceberg with index i, the set of test tranches R i was formed by walking the tranche tree, starting from the root tranche, visiting each tranche only once and avoiding short chains (by default, of length less than three). Then the evaluation metrics were calculated as described below. LetV · i,r denote the predicted total size and V · i,r -the actual accumulated volume of the i-th iceberg up to and including tranche r, both quantities suitably aggregated -e.g. having "all", "unique" or "longest" in place of the "·".
Classification
• For the last tranche r max , ifV · i,rmax = V · i,rmax , then the case is true positive, otherwise it is a false positive.
• For all but the last tranche (r < r max ), ifV · i,r > V · i,r , then the case is true negative, otherwise it is a false negative.
Regression Compute the residuals e · i,r =V · i,r − V · i,rmax , r ∈ R i . Use equations (2) and (3) to compute the regression metrics.
Results
We estimated f p (v) on one day of ESU19 (E-Mini S&P 500 futures contract) FOD LOB log data: from 2019-06-18, roughly 16:45:00 CDT, to 2019-06-19, 16:00:00 CDT; for synthetic icebergs, dt was set to 0.3 seconds. The choice of parameters and training intervals is empirical and may be optimised further, but this falls outside of the scope of this article. Our evidence suggests that it is reasonable to include at least one trading session into the learning phase, thus capturing different order flow regimes throughout the day (see e.g. (Bouchaud et al., 2018, chapter 4) ).
The following figures were produced using the data for the aforementioned period. For synthetic icebergs, the longest chain volume aggregation is used. The proportion of iceberg orders to all orders on one trading day is shown in fig. 6 in terms of both volume and number of orders. In case of synthetic icebergs, the results depend on the minimum number of tranches per iceberg -that is, the number of tranches after which their sequence is considered an iceberg. By increasing this parameter, we decrease the false positive rate at the cost of disregarding all icebergs of shorter lengths.
LOB Log Statistics
Detection Results
We divide the total volume of all iceberg orders by the total traded volume of all orders (like e.g. (Frey and Sandås, 2017) do), and not the total daily limit order volume. This ratio makes more sense because only executed icebergs can be detected, which surely constitute only a fraction of all resting hidden volume. We estimate that 4% of all traded volume is contributed by native icebergs, while the volume contributed by synthetic icebergs ranges from 3.3 to 14.3%, depending on the minimum number of tranches. This is in agreement with some of the results reported in the literature as alluded to earlier in section 2.
Moreover, as (Fleming et al., 2018) note, usually there is no hidden depth, but when it is present, it is substantial. This is especially true for native icebergs, that constitute 0.06% of all orders by number, but 4% by volume; see fig. 6 .
In addition, the following size-related distributions are estimated:
• Trade volume ( fig. 7) . At least with native icebergs, we confirm the finding of (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013 ) that order sizes to be multiples of 5, like 15, 25, 50 or 100 as can be seen in the right panel -this might be inidicative of a human bias.
• Peak volume ( fig. 8 ).
• Number of tranches per iceberg ( fig. 9 ). Figure 10 visualises summary statistics related to the distributions of the number of tranches, the peak size and the total volume per order. Note that the total volume of both native and synthetic icebergs is significantly different from the the size of all limit orders. Also, the median total volume is, in fact, identical for native and synthetic icebergs (being equal to 6), but the means are different due to some native icebergs having an extremely large size. Lastly, fig. 11 shows the distribution of arrival time differences between subsequent tranches. Zero values are discarded for the purpose of drawing the plot, but they amount to 4.71% 3 and 38.94% of all values for synthetic and native icebergs, correspondingly. If the initial tranche is not considered, then it can be seen that the majority of tranches arrive less than one second after the previous tranche (before being traded). This suggests that the proposed detection algorithm is more suitable as an input to other trading algorithms, rather than a signal to a day trader, who would not be able to react sufficiently fast. Figure 11 : Tranche arrival time difference distributions (for values strictly greater than zero). It is instructive to compare two cases: when the initial tranche is included into and excluded from consideration -it might take longer time to execute the first tranche of an iceberg after its initial placement, but the following tranches get traded more rapidly.
Prediction Results
After the model was trained, its predictive ability was evaluated out of sample using the data for the period from 2019-06-19 16:45:00 CDT to 2019-06-20 16:45:00 CDT. An extensive study of the model robustness is required to claim its applicability on other instruments and time spans; we leave this out of the scope of this article.
Synthetic icebergs
The classification performance is summarised in tables 4 and 5.V all andV unique volume aggregation methods showed similar results (about 1% difference in the classification metrics). For the sake of brevity, onlyV all andV longest are displayed. The algorithm demonstrates a fair performance as indicated by the ≈ 70% accuracy, although it is mainly contributed by the true negatives (the prediction that the iceberg is not complete). This is especially true in the case of the "all chains" aggregation. When checking for the equalitŷ V · rmax = V · rmax , taking the longest chain gives a better result, becauseV longest rmax is not averaged and thus is always an integer. It is instructive to check the magnitude of the prediction error -the equalityV · rmax = V · rmax might not hold, but not by a large margin. Indeed, as the Regression section of Native icebergs Of the total number of native icebergs (see fig. 5 ), 33 icebergs with non-unique peak size values were filtered out, leaving 98% of the initial amount used to estimate the total volume distribution. Tables 6 and 7 summarise the predictive performance on native icebergs. Mode (k) columns refer to the metrics and confusion matrices computed using k best mode predictions. For the sake of brevity, we only 
Discussion and Future Work
We have proposed an algorithm for detection and prediction of both native and synthetic iceberg orders on CME. It can work with streaming data or with pre-recorded data in a suitable format equally well. The learning phase relies on a set of standard mathematical methods which are simple enough, so that they can be invoked from a corresponding statistical library or implemented from scratch. The detection results agree with some of the ones found in the literature. The prediction performance is fair given the simplicity of the model and can be improved further.
Detection
Detection of native icebergs is straightforward as the information disseminated by the exchange is sufficient to reliably determine the sequence of tranches that constitute an iceberg order. On the other hand, detecting synthetic icebergs is conceptually more complicated and can only be attempted by relying on various heuristics. One inherent limitation of the proposed model is that the next tranche is expected to arrive earlier than any other limit orders for the same price and volume combination after a trade. In network graph terms, each node cannot have more than one child. This limitation may possibly be overcome by considering more complex graphs where each tranche is allowed to have more than one child, although at present it is unclear how to proceed with consistent inference in that case. The value of dt parameter can be optimised using cross-validation.
That being said, for an end user interested in predictions, it may not matter at all whether the detected limit orders are a part of an iceberg order or not. Generally speaking, an order flow pattern gets detected, for which a satisfactory prediction can be made. This information can in turn be used as an input to trading algorithms.
Learning and prediction
For learning, the employed Kaplan-Meier estimate is arguably too simplistic. However, it improves the approach of (Christensen and Woodmansey, 2013) , since it additionally accounts for the fact that many synthetic icebergs get cancelled before being fully executed. As simple as it is, the model does possess satisfactory predictive power and we hope that the present results will serve as a baseline for predictions using more advanced models.
There is much space for improvement of the learning and prediction procedures. One possibility is to optimize algorithm parameters, e.g. by using statistical techniques such as k-fold validation or bootstrap. Alternatively, for synthetic icebergs a better choice would be to utilize a semi-parametric relative risk (Cox) model and include covariates into the analysis, which would make the prediction more accurate. For native icebergs a variety of models are available as we are not restricted to the methods of survival analysis.
